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DIRECTION FOR USE 

Pacific Paints offers a host of High Quality top coats and undercoats for application on various surfaces.

Super Gloss Enamel 

This is high quality solvent based enamel that gives a mirror like high gloss finish.  It is hard wearing, 
suitable to use in interiors and is ideal for use on metals, timber, metal and masonry surfaces where a 
lasting gloss finish is required. 

Pacific Roof & Structural Enamel 

This is premium, nontoxic, rust-proof paint that gives lasting protection to iron surfaces.  It is lead free 
and harmless to drinking water.  Its colours are non fading and rust resistant.  For new unweathered 
galvanized surfaces use of PP-10 Wash Premier is recommended before application of Pacific Roof & 
Structural Enamel. 

Pacific Paving Paint 

This is a fast drying paint specially formulated to withstand high wear on floors, passages, steps & patios.  
It can be walked on within 2 hours of application.  Smooth concrete surfaces should be etche3d with 
Phosphoric Acid to give the paint a good grip of the surface.  The etched surface should be thoroughly 
washed with water and dried before application of Pacific Paving Paint.

Pacific Premium 100% Acrylic Gloss

A new generation coating that offers the benefits of a Conventional solvent based gloss finish in a water 
based coating.  It has excellent resistance to fungus, is easy to apply, has durability of up to 10 years.

PRIMERS & UNDERCOATS 

Antirust Metal Primer 

Specially designed to provide protection to steel substrates.  Needs to be over coated with an All 
Purpose Undercoat before application of Super Gloss Enamel.

Galvanised Iron Primer 

A waterbase primer specially made for new galvanized
for Super Gloss Enamel. 

PP-10 Oruner (One Pack Wash Primer)

A modified resin based primer containing anti
Galvanized and Aluminium substrates.  The acid cont
adhered film, which does bit chip, flake or crack.  For best results over coat with an All Purpose 
Undercoat before application of finish coats.
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Pacific All Purpose Undercoat 

An oil base undercoat having excellent filling properties which forms a tough coating.  It is to be applied 
over primer coats and provides an excellent base for finish coats.

Prepare for Perfect results 

Proper surface preparation will give you a much better final result and extend th
surface. When preparing your home for painting, ensure that all loose and flaking paint or foreign 
matter is removed. 

To achieve best results when painting bare timber, fill holes or other surface imperfection with a 
suitable filler, sand smooth and dust off. Before painting, sanding of previously painted surfaces 
(particularly enamels) will ensure that subsequent topcoats have better adhesion and last for long time.

To remove blistering or cracked paint: Use a power sander or coarse g
loose paint. Use fine sandpaper to ‘feather’ or ‘taper’ off the edges. Fill the area with suitable exterior 
filler, sand smooth and dust off. Paint with Pacific with Pacific Paints.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

Get the right paint for the job 

Primers: Prevent corrosion and bond extremely well to bare surfaces enduring good adhesion for all 
subsequent coats of paint. 

Sealers:  Seal bare or porous surface, preventing other coats sinking into the surface to provide an even 
finish for all subsequent coats of paint.

Undercoats:  Have good filling characteristics, providing a smooth surface onto which the top coat can 
be applied. 

Acrylic (Water Base):  Are ideal for ceilings, interior and exterior walls, pergolas and trim work.  They are 
easy to apply, hard wearing, quick drying, easy to clean up and have excellent adhesion qualities.  You 
have a choice of Gloss or Semi-Gloss silk.  

Acrylic Flat Finish:  Premium Flat Finish for exterior, interior wall and ceilings.  Enamel (Oil Based) are 
ideally suited to heavy use areas such as door and window trims, as well as wet areas such as 
bathrooms, laundries, and kitchens. 
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Get the right amount of paint 

Calculate the right amount of paint you need for your job by referring to this chart. (Remembe
these quantities are only estimates) Don’t forget to reduce the surface area to be painted if the area 
includes large windows and doors. 

Get the right tools for a good job 

• It is essential that the right tools are used during preparation and painting

• Use a quality brush with good bristles, as they hold more paint.  
ensures an even finish.   

• When using a roller, choose one that is not too large, as they are heavy once filled with paint.  
When using the roller you’ll need a tray, frame, roller cover and possibly and extension pole.  

• A good step ladder is essential when painting.  Aluminium ladders are recommended as they 
are sturdy, yet light to move.  

• Don’t forget canvas or calico drop sheets.  This will m
• Sanders and sandpaper should also be used.  Sandpaper will only be effective on surfaces in 

good condition.  Sanders will be required if there is significant damage to woodwork.  

• Scrapers and knifes make filling cracks, corners and holes m
available from your local stockist.  

• Consult your local Pacific Paint stockist if you have any enquiries regarding the necessary tools 
for your paint jobs as well for other finishes for special job.

Cleaning up and disposal 

Don’t throw any turps away after you have cleaned your brushes in it.  Let the sediments in the 
container settle, then pour off clean turps and reuse it.  Remember to store all paints and tools in a 
secure place out of reach from children.  

All chemicals, paints, strippers and other products should be disposed of carefully.  They should not be 
poured down drains, or into cartons.  Check with your local council regrading special collection.

Water based or acrylic paints can be safely disposed of with hous
the lids and let them dry out thoroughly before putting them in the bin.
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